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ABSTRACT

With the visibility that cloud computing has been acquiring, it is observed that
the provision of computational resources as services is growing increasingly, leading to
a large number of services being offered. These services have heterogeneous managerial
and technical specifications, so that organizations wishing to use such services need
mechanisms to assist in the decision making process to choose one that best suits their
needs. This paper addresses the issue of selection of cloud services based on the analysis
and use of methods, models and algorithms for selection which meet multiple criteria. We
present an unified approach for specifying user objectives, capturing properties of available
services, and applying a selection method. Our approach is evaluated by combining two
multi-criteria methods for selecting real cloud computing services.

KEYWORDS. Service Selection, Electre, Cloud Computing, Multicriteria Deci-
sion Support.

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is a new paradigm that provides computing resources as services

that can be accessed through the network from anywhere in the world. These resources may
include computational processing power and storage capabilities, allowing the elimination
of large investments in physical infrastructure characteristic of traditional data center. The
NIST (National Institute of Standards and Technology), Mell and Grance (2011), classifies
cloud services in three models: SaaS (Software as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service)
and IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service). In this work, we will consider the selection of
services based on the IaaS model.

The increasing adoption of cloud computing by different types of organizations has
given rise to a variety of service types and providers. Each service provider has a diverse
range of configurations available for the customer choice, resulting in a large number of
services available. As these services have heterogeneous technical and managerial spe-
cifications, it is risky to say that a given solution is better or worse than another. Since
the breadth of possibilities and different requirements vary for each particular need, such
analysis should be based on the different properties of the services available according with
the different criteria of a specific need, Armbrust et al. (2009).
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The selection of alternatives in the presence of multiple properties or attributes is
referred to as a multiple attribute decision making (MADM) problem, Roy (1990). There
are several multiple attribute methods that are commonly described in the specialized li-
terature, such as Single Additive Weighting (SAW), Multiple Attribute Value Function
(MAVF), Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP), “Elimination et Choix Traduisant la Rea-
lité” (Electre), Preference Ranking Organization Method for Enrichment Evaluations (Pro-
methee), among others. See, for example, Belton and Stewart (2002), Chen and Hwang
(1992), for a review of these methods. In general, solving an MADM problem involves
sorting or ranking the alternatives, Kahraman (2008)

Therefore, it seems natural to evaluate a set of alternatives related to cloud compu-
ting by using multi-criteria decision-making methods. However, generic decision-making
methods have to be customized for the domain of IT infrastructure solutions. Customi-
zation is non-trivial, given that multiple attribute decision-making methods do not advise
on how to find eligible criteria and factors that have an influence on the evaluation and
decision making, Menzel et al. (2011). To address this problem, this paper formalizes an
unified method for allowing the specification of user requirements for MADM problems
in the context of cloud computing. This approach complements previous works published
in the fields of Software Engineering (Menzel et al. (2011), Reiff-Marganiec et al. (2009),
Sathya et al. (2011)) and Operations Research (Rehman et al. (2012), Garg et al. (2013)),
offering an integrated solution for the problem. Our work also has the intent of evalua-
ting the feasibility of the combining multi-criteria methods with the AnaMoC tool, Silva
et al. (2011), for selecting cloud computing services. This evaluation has been achieved th-
rough a series of experiments involving real cloud computing services from a well-known
provider (Amazon).

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents some back-
ground information about the model defined for specifying user’s requirements, the appro-
ach adopted for normalizing the different criteria and one of the methods employed. Sec-
tion 3 describes the methodology adopted in our experiments. The experiments are then
described on Section 4 followed by a brief discussion of this exercise. Finally, Section 5
presents some final remarks and some indication of future work.

2. Background
In this section, we present a brief description of the techniques and tools that are

being used in our approach. We start by describing a model defined for capturing a se-
lection problem, followed by the strategy used for normalizing the information obtained.
Finally, we present a brief description of the Electre I method.

2.1. Describing User Requirements
In the sequel we describe a model that has been created for allowing the specifica-

tion of user selection criteria in a format that can be interpreted by a computer program.
Once the selection criteria are specified based on this model, a normalization procedure
can be computerized and used in different multi-criteria methods.

This model, presented in Figure 1 using an UML 2.0 class diagram, contains a root
node called Policy that represents the objective to be reached by a selection process. A
Policy contains a name and version allowing the identification of one policy from another,
and captures the selection requirements in terms of a set of criteria.
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Policy
name : EString
version : EInt

Criterion
name : EString
weight : EDouble
dataType : DataType
constraint : EString
levelType : DataLevelType
mandatory : EBoolean
type : EChar

Level
id : EInt
score : EDouble

<<enumeration>>
DataType

String
Int
Boolean
Double

<<enumeration>>
DataLevelType
Atomic
Range

RangeLevel
value_max : EDouble
value_min : EDouble

AtomicLevel
value : EString

criteria
1..*

levels

0..*

Figure 1. Metamodel used for describing selection policies.

This set of criteria represents the different dimensions of the problem, captured
by the Criterion element. The attributes of a particular criterion are: name: identifier of
each criterion; dataType: the type of data used in this criterion. For now, we consider the
following types: Int, Double, String and Boolean; weight: the degree of importance that
the user assign to each criterion; constraint: a maximum or minimum value allowed to
each criterion, this is a special feature of the model to eliminate alternatives that is not in
accordance with the user requirements. Its value is manually defined and, if it is omitted,
means that any value is acceptable for that criterion; mandatory: to indicate whether a
given constraint is mandatory or not. In case of a mandatory constraint, any alternative
whose property value violates the specified constraint is not considered in the selection.
type: to indicate if the criterion should be treated as cost (C) or benefit (B).

A criterion can also be organized in levels, where a user can specify different levels
of acceptable values (with their associated scores) for the properties of the services being
considered during selection. The levelType attribute indicates how these levels are inter-
preted during the selection, identifying how the values will be normalized before fed into a
selection method. The designed model defines two ways to represent the levels (as defined
by the DataLevelType element):

1. Atomic: means that the condition for satisfaction of a criterion is associated with
a single value, either numeric, Boolean or String types. This attribute is used in
four situations: (1) when the value of the constraint attribute is omitted; (2) when
a value is assigned to the constraint attribute indicating which value is expected
by the candidate services; (3) when the attribute has a constraints’ set of possible
values, which is enough for at least one of them be satisfied by the services or; (4)
when multiple values are acceptable to a criterion, but organized by AtomicLevel
element in levels where each level contains a single value;

2. Range: means that the conditions for satisfaction of a criterion are represented by
numeric values (int or double) and acceptable levels of variability are associated
with ranges identified with minimum and maximum values. Each range must have
an associated score value, in which case, score values can be explicitly defined or
defined based on some technique. The minimum and maximum levels are organi-
zed by RangeLevel element, where each level contains a range of desirable values;
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One possible problem when evaluating services from different providers is the use
of different representations by the providers for specifying the same property. For now we
assume that the properties from different service instances have the same representation.
Thus, we do not need to translate/map to a common representation.

2.2. Normalizing the Obtained Data

The values obtained from the available services for each criterion can be of different
types. Moreover, a user may have different requirements that can be represented in the
selection policy in different ways. In this way, it is necessary to normalize the values
obtained about the available services before applying a multi-criteria decision method. In
this section, we describe the approach adopted for automatically normalizing the criteria
values based on the services available and on the selection policy defined by the user.

In our work, the normalization is achieved by means of scoring functions, Chakra-
borty and Yeh (2007), which are responsible for transforming the values obtained from
the services available into a score based on the information associated with the selection
policy. These scoring functions are selected according with the data type associated with
the value, and the format used for representing required values in the policy.

The scoring functions are responsible for calculating the attribute score of the ele-
ment Level when it is not manually informed. When this is the case (manually informed
scores), the user is responsible for establishing the scores, which should be in a range
between zero and one, since all the scores should be normalized. Thus, when the score
attribute is empty in a selection policy, our approach is able to find out which scoring
function to use based on the criterion data type.

The procedure used to normalize the data are presented in the following:

• Numerical Type (Equation 1): This equation is employed when the dataType
attribute is a numerical type (e.g., Int or Double). In this equation vmax is the
maximum value of all competitive services for the criterion, v is the value for the
service under evaluation, and vmin is the minimum value of all competitive services.

S =


1−

(
vmax − v

vmax − vmin

)
if benefit criterion(

vmax − v

vmax − vmin

)
if cost criterion

(1)

• Boolean Type (Equation 2): is used for criteria which have a value that is evaluated
to true or false.

S =

{
1 if criteria is met
0 otherwise

(2)

• String Type (Equation 2): when the dataType attribute is String, Equation 2 is
employed using comparison between two texts. This equation is used when the
user specifies a constraint, which is compared against the values of this criterion on
the alternatives following Equation 2.
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2.3. The Electre I Method

The Electre I method is a multiple-attribute model that uses outranking relations
with the purpose of finding a set of alternatives dominating over other alternatives, while
they cannot be dominated, Wanga and Triantaphyllou (2008). A special feature of this
method is the non-compensatory effect, preventing alternatives to be ranked as the best
when reaching an excellent score for one or more criteria and, simultaneously, a very low
score for another criterion. This particularity avoids undesirable distortions in the final re-
sult, ensuring that the alternatives with the best position in the ranking outrank the others.
Outranking relations are constructed through two main measures, known as the concor-
dance and discordance indexes, Roy (1990).

According to the classical Electre definition, an outranking relation represents a
binary relation over a set of alternatives. Let Aa and Ab be two alternatives for a decision
problem, Aa outranks Ab (AaSAb) if Aa is, at least as good as Ab, based on arguments
derived from the set of evaluation criteria. The main objective is to find the alternatives
that dominate over other alternatives without being dominated.

To define an outranking relation it is necessary to calculate two main measures
called concordance index [c(a,b)] and discordance index [d(a,b)]. The concordance index,
Roy (1990), can be calculated as follows

c(a, b) =
n∑

j=1

gj(a,b)wj,∀a, b = 1, 2, ...,m, a 6= b (3)

where gj(a, b) is a function that compares the performance rating of alternatives a and b in
relation to the jth evaluation criterion, whose definition is given by

gj(a, b) =

 1.0, if raj > rbj,
0.5, if raj = rbj,
0.0, otherwise

(4)

The concordance index measures the strength of the hypothesis of a given alterna-
tive Aa, that is at least as good as alternative Ab. On the other hand, the discordance index
measures the strength of the evidence against this first hypothesis, Wanga and Triantaphyl-
lou (2008). The discordance index, Roy (1990), can be calculated as follows

d(a, b) =

{
0, if raj ≥ rbj, j = 1, ...,m

maxj∗(rbj−raj)
maxj=1...m(|rbj−raj |)

, otherwise (5)

Where set j∗ = {j | rbj ≥ raj} contains the index of all criteria against the assertion
“Aa is at least as good as Ab”. Once these two indexes were define, a binary outranking
relation S can be defined as

AaSAb iff c(a, b) ≥ C and d(a, b) ≤ D (6)

where C and D are thresholds defined by the decision makers. The thresholds can be
adjusted in order to provide more helpful information to decision-makers, according to
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their preferences within a sensitivity analysis study.

After calculating the concordance and discordance matrices, a directed graph, cal-
led outranking graph, can be drawn with the purpose of representing the outranking rela-
tions between all alternatives. In this graph, the nodes represent the alternatives and each
directed arc indicates that an alternative dominates over another. The outranking graph
can be mathematically defined as a directed acyclic graph G = (A, S), where the vertices
correspond to the alternatives and the arcs correspond to the binary outranking relations
defined in S[sab]m×m, where sab = 1 if AaSAb, and sab = 0, otherwise. The outranking
graph provides a partial ranking of the alternatives. Additionally, the set of nodes with
in-degree equals to zero provides the set of dominant alternatives.

Electre I provides a partial ranking and a set of promising alternatives. When a
full ranking of the alternatives is required, different extension of the Electre may be used.
Chatterjee et al. (2010) presented two measures, called pure concordance index (PCI) and
pure discordance index (PDI), which can be utilized to rank a set of the alternatives in
Electre models. These measures are defined as follow

PCIi =
m∑
j=1

c(i, j)−
m∑
j=1

c(j, i) i = 1, ..., n, and j 6= i (7)

PDIi =
m∑
j=1

d(i, j)−
m∑
j=1

d(j, i) i = 1, ..., n, and j 6= i (8)

From these measures, the set of alternatives must be sorted in descending order by
PCI and in ascending order by PDI. The final position of each alternative is given by the
average position of each partial ranking.

3. Methodology
In this section, we describe the application methodology of our approach in terms

of a service selection process that has been defined by us. We start by presenting a modular
view of the whole selection process, which is then followed by its detailed description.

3.1. A Modular View of the Selection Process

Figure 2. General view of the adopted methodology.

Figure 2 presents a general view of our approach. In this Figure, Services Descrip-
tion corresponds to a description of all available services and their respective properties in
a format suitable to be processed by our tool. The Selection Policy Description represents
the user requirements expressed by means of a selection policy based on the model pre-
sented on Section 2.1. The Normalization Functions corresponds to the application of the
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scoring functions of Section 2.2 taking into the account the descriptions previously mentio-
ned. The result of applying the normalization functions is a Normalized Matrix considering
the different criteria and their respective weights. The normalized matrix is then fed into
the methods that we are currently evaluating, namely, a weighted additive function and the
Electre method. Finally, the results of both methods are compared and evaluated.

3.2. Steps of Service Selection Process

In the sequel, we detail the steps of the process defined for selecting services, which
is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The service selection process.

Step 1: Define the selection policy. The selection policy corresponds to the hierarchical
structure of the problem. The definition of the criteria is one of the most difficult tasks
in any decision making process. Although there is no universal method described in the
literature to generate and structure a set of criteria, Keeney and Raiffa (1976) points out
important evaluation aspects when carrying out this task as follows: (i) criteria should be
meaningful indicators of performance; (ii) the definition of the attribute should be concise
and clear; (iii) the set of criteria must address all the critical aspects of a problem; and
(iv) the set of criteria should be defined in a such a way that the same dimension is not
measured by several different and independent criteria in the criteria structure.

Step 2: Obtain the description of the available services. This step consists in obtaining
information about the available services and their respective properties. These descriptions
are stored in a repository and are updated based on the service provider Web site.

Step 3: This step of the process consists in eliminating any service that does not satisfy a
constraint for a mandatory criterion. Thus, our module compares the value of that criterion
from the service with the value set in the policy, and if the service does not satisfy the
policy, the service is discarded.

Step 4: Normalize the rating of the alternatives i for each evaluation criterion j in order
to generate the matrix D = [rij]m×n by using the scoring functions described in section
2.2; For those services that satisfied the mandatory criteria, the module will calculate a
score for each criteria. To do that, the module considers the value type of that criterion
according to the attribute levelType and applies the scoring functions depending on the
specified selection policy:

1. If the value of attribute levelType is Range, the value of score manually entered by
the user is used;

2. If the value of attribute levelType is Atomic, then according to the data type of that
criterion one of the scoring functions will be used. If the type is int or double,
equation 1 is used, otherwise (if the type is boolean or String), equation 2 is used.

Step 5: Apply multi-criteria selection method. After each criterion has its value norma-
lized, a multicriteria selection method is applied. Currently we are emplying a weighted
additive function and the Electre method (which has been described on Section 2.3). The
weighted additive function simply sums the different criteria values multiplied by their res-
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pective weights in order to establish a rank for each alternative. The Electre method has
been implemented in the following way:

1. Construct the weighted decision matrix D = [rij]× [wj];
2. Calculate the concordance index as Equation 3;
3. Calculate the discordance index as Equation 5;
4. Calculate the pure concordance and pure discordance indexes as Equations 7 and

8, respectively;
5. Calculate the final ranking of the alternatives by using the concordance and discor-

dance index previously computed.

This process has been implemented in a tool using the Java programming language.
The Selection Criteria Description follows the model presented in Section 2, while the
Universal Service Description Language (USDL), Cardoso et al. (2010), has been used for
representing Services Description. The scoring functions used for normalizing the values
have been adapted from the AnaMoC, Silva et al. (2011), a tool for selecting software com-
ponents in the context of self-adaptive software systems. The two multi-criteria methods
considered were implemented as components that have been plugged into our tool.

4. Case Study
This section presents a case study that has been used for experimenting with our

service selection process and its implementation. We start by describing the application of
our service selection process, which is followed by a brief discussion of this exercise.

In this case study, we have considered a set of services offered by a real cloud
provider, Amazon1, which is today one of the most complete providers of computational
services of the market. These services are categorised as On-Demand Instances, which let
you pay for computing capacity by the hour with no long-term commitments. In this ca-
tegory, a user can choose from a number of different instance types to meet its computing
needs (e.g., Standard Instances, Micro Instances, High-Memory Instances, High-CPU Ins-
tances). Each instance provides a predictable amount of dedicated compute capacity and a
set of properties that can be configured according with the specific need of the user.

Based on the services provided by Amazon, we have applied our service selection
process, which is described below.

Step 1: Following the steps defined in our service selection process, it is necessary to de-
fine the selection policy with the different criteria and associated weights capturing the user
requirements. Based on the properties of the services available, and in interviews with ex-
perts from the industry, we have identified eight criteria as follows: CPU (C1), RAM (C2),
Plataform (C3), Storage (C4), I/O Performance (C5), EBS-Optimezed Available (C6), Cost
(C7) and Operating System - OS (C8). The selection policy established for our experiments
is presented on Table 1.

As presented on Section 2, the selection policy must be specified according to our
model so it can be used by our tool. Criteria C1, C3 and C5, was modeled as DataType
String and organized by AtomicLevel, where the acceptable values are associated with a
score that is manually defined. In this example, we assign growing priority (score) to the
extent that the amount of the criterion value increases. Criteria C2 and C4, use Double and

1http://aws.amazon.com/
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Table 1. Selection policy with the rules applied to each criteria.

Criterion Name Weight type DataType Constraint Dimension Mandatory
Level

AtomicLevel RangeLevel
Value Score Value Score

C1 CPU 0.25 B String - Atomic false

Up to 2 EC2 0.1

- -

1 EC2 0.1
2 EC2 0.2
4 EC2 0.3
5 EC2 0.4

6.5 EC2 0.5
8 EC2 0.6
13 EC2 0.7
20 EC2 0.8
26 EC2 0.9

C2 RAM 0.2 B Double - Range false - -

0-1.15 0.2
1.16-5.4 0.4

5.5-11.25 0.5
11.26-23.55 0.6
23.56-51.3 0.7

51.4-∞ 0.8

C3 Platform 0.1 B String - Atomic false 32-bit 0.3 - -64-bit 0.5

C4 Storage 0.15 B Int - Range false - -
0-380 0.2

381-635 0.3
636-∞ 0.4

C5 I/O Perf 0.05 B String - Atomic false
Low 0.1

- -Moderate 0.2
High 0.3

C6 EBS 0.05 B Boolean true Atomic false - - - -
C7 Cost 0.2 C Double 1.0 Atomic false - - - -
C8 OS 0.0 B String Linux/UNIX Atomic true - - - -

Int as DataType, respectively, and are organized by RangeLevel, where different ranges
of values are given a determined score. Criteria C6, C7 and C8 employ constraints, which
restrict in different ways the services to be considered and the score value achieved. Criteria
C6 and C7 have their mandatory flag set to false, which means that whenever a property
does not satisfy a given constraint, it will receive score zero. On the other hand, criterion
C8, a mandatory criterion, is used to filter out those service that do not satisfy the constraint,
reducing the number of alternatives considered by the selection method further on.

Step 2: The second step is to obtain the description of services and their properties from
the cloud service provide. In this case study we have identified a total of 32 services
considering the different instance types provided by Amazon, and configuration values for
the services properties.

Step 3: In this step, there is an elimination of those services which contain a property that
does not satisfy a mandatory criterion. In this experiment, we choose the operating system
as mandatory criterion, with two possibilities available (Linux and Windows). We have
defined Linux as a constraint for this criteria, and thus, our tool eliminates all alternatives
whose operating system property is Windows. Table 2 describes the services that satisfied
this constraint. Notice that services 3, 4, 7, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16, 19, 20, 22, 24, 26, 29, 30 and
32 do not appear on the table, as they had the criterion C8 set to Windows;

Step 4: Once the services that do not satisfy a mandatory criterion have been filtered out,
the next step is a normalization of the properties of the remaining services. For that, the
scoring functions of Section 2.2 are applied to the different criteria. For those criteria that
have manually defined scores (C1, C2, C3, C4, and C5), the levelType attribute is used to
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Table 2. Computing resources configurations and prices (Services description).

Service C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
1 1 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core with

1 EC2 Compute Unit)
1.7 GB 32-bit 160 GB Moderate No $0.080/hour

2 1 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core with
1 EC2 Compute Unit)

1.7 GB 64-bit 160 GB Moderate No $0.080/hour

5 2 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core with
2 EC2 Compute Unit)

3.75 GB 32-bit 410 GB Moderate No $0.160/hour

6 2 EC2 Compute Unit (1 virtual core with
2 EC2 Compute Unit)

3.75 GB 64-bit 410 GB Moderate No $0.160/hour

9 4 EC2 Compute Units (2 virtual cores
with 2 EC2 Compute Units each)

7.5 GB 64-bit 850 GB Moderate 500 Mbps $0.320/hour

11 8 EC2 Compute Units (4 virtual cores
with 2 EC2 Compute Units each)

15 GB 64-bit 1690
GB

High 1000 Mbps $0.640/hour

13 13 EC2 Compute Units (4 virtual cores
with 3.25 EC2 Compute Units each)

15 GB 64-bit EBS
only

Moderate 500 Mbps $0.680/hour

15 26 EC2 Compute Units (8 virtual cores
with 3.25 EC2 Compute Units each)

30 GB 64-bit EBS
only

High 1000 Mbps $1.360/hour

17 Up to 2 EC2 Compute Units (for short
periodic bursts)

613 MB 32-bit EBS
only

Low No $0.027/hour

18 Up to 2 EC2 Compute Units (for short
periodic bursts)

613 MB 64-bit EBS
only

Low No $0.027/hour

21 6.5 EC2 Compute Units (2 virtual cores
with 3.25 EC2 Compute Units each)

17.1 GB 64-bit 420 GB Moderate No $0.540/hour

23 13 EC2 Compute Units (4 virtual cores
with 3.25 EC2 Compute Units each)

34.2 GB 64-bit 850 GB High 500 Mbps $1.080/hour

25 26 EC2 Compute Units (8 virtual cores
with 3.25 EC2 Compute Units each)

68.4 GB 64-bit 1690
GB

High 1000 Mbps $2.160/hour

27 5 EC2 Compute Units (2 virtual cores
with 2.5 EC2 Compute Units each)

1.7 GB 32-bit 350 GB Moderate No $0.200/hour

28 5 EC2 Compute Units (2 virtual cores
with 2.5 EC2 Compute Units each)

1.7 GB 64-bit 350 GB Moderate No $0.200/hour

31 20 EC2 Compute Units (8 virtual cores
with 2.5 EC2 Compute Units each)

7 GB 64-bit 1690
GB

High 1000 Mbps $0.800/hour

decide the score of each property. On the other hand, criteria C6, C7 and C8 have their
score dynamically calculated. Criterion C7, which determines the cost, has a constraint
value of 1, but since it is not a mandatory value, those services that violate the constraint
are still considered in the selection process, but with a score of zero. Table 3 shows the
normalized decision matrix after the application of the scoring functions.

Table 3. Normalized decision matrix.

Service C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 C6 C7
1 0.1 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.975
2 0.1 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.975
3 0.0 0.4 0.3 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.975
4 0.0 0.4 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.975
5 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.0 0.1 0.975
6 0.6 0.6 0.5 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.975
7 0.7 0.6 0.5 0.2 0.0 1.0 0.975
8 0.9 0.7 0.5 0.2 0.3 1.0 0.0
9 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.975
10 0.1 0.2 0.5 0.2 0.1 0.0 0.975
11 0.5 0.6 0.5 0.3 0.0 0.0 0.975
12 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.0
13 0.9 0.8 0.5 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.0
14 0.4 0.4 0.3 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.975
15 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.975
16 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.4 0.3 1.0 0.975

Step 5: The normalised matrix is then used as input for the selection methods being consi-
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dered, namely, Electre and weighted additive function. According with the description of
the Electre method, the concordance and discordance indices are computed, and then used
to calculate the pure concordance and pure discordance indices. Those are presented on
Table 4, together with the final ranking of the alternatives for both methods.

Table 4. Final Ranking of the alternatives.

Electre Weighted Additive Function
Service PCI PDI Rank PC Rank PD Average Rank Final Rank WAF Rank Final Rank

1 -5.70 4.475 15.0 14.0 14.5 11 0.36 13
2 -4.09 3.575 12.0 11.0 11.5 9 0.38 11
3 -5.55 4.575 14.0 16.0 15.0 12 0.35 14
4 -3.94 3.775 11.0 12.0 11.5 9 0.37 12
5 2.10 0.775 8.0 5.0 6.5 6 0.485 8
6 6.35 -12.225 3.0 2.0 2.5 2 0.64 2
7 3.35 -10.825 6.0 3.0 4.5 4 0.62 3
8 3.55 2.175 5.0 8.0 6.5 6 0.51 6
9 -6.75 4.475 16.0 15.0 15.5 12 0.325 16
10 -5.15 3.775 13.0 13.0 13.0 10 0.345 15
11 2.90 -0.025 7.0 4.0 5.5 5 0.535 5
12 4.90 2.375 4.0 9.0 6.5 6 0.49 7
13 7.0 1.475 1.0 6.0 3.5 3 0.56 4
14 -3.7 2.375 10.0 10.0 10.0 8 0.435 10
15 -2.10 1.575 9.0 7.0 8.0 7 0.455 9
16 6.85 -12.325 2.0 1.0 1.5 1 0.67 1

Before making comments about the experiments, it is very important to point out
that we assumed that there is no optimal method for a MADM problem. Table 4 shows
some dissimilarities between the rankings provided by weighted additive function (WAF)
and by Electre method. Differences in the rankings were expected, since the introduction
of the concordance and discordance indexes significantly affects the way the final ranking
of the alternatives is computed, and the Electre is a non-compensatory method, while the
WAF is a compensatory method. However, both methods elected the alternatives 9 and 10
as the two best, and the alternatives 1, 3, 9 and 10 as the four worst.

Finally, the proposed methodology used to generate the results showed that MCDM
can be efficiently used for cloud service selection, but they also showed that a hard work
must be done in order to specify tools and models to capture the user requirements, collect
the data and transform the various criteria values into a comparable scale. The researches
on traditional MCDM methods have been neglecting these issues.

5. Conclusions
This paper has presented an approach for the selection of cloud computing services

based on MADM methods. We have defined an integrated solution that supports a complete
service selection process, from the description of a user requirements and of the services
available with their respective properties, to the normalization of the values of the different
criteria, and the application of different MADM methods. Our solution complements the
works in the field of Software Engineering and Operational Research in a tool that has been
developed by us and used to conduct some experiments.

As future work, we plan to refine the model for description of user requirements,
and to explore it for selection problems in other contexts for evaluating its flexibility. We
also intent to incorporate other normalization procedures, and other MADM methods into
our tool, providing an environment that can be used for conducting operation research
experiments based on principles of software engineering.
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